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A street leading from Calle Parellades called Calle Montroig is where a large percentage of the night time action takes place..
Compact and constantly updated guide to gay venues and beaches in Sitges For a detailed guide on the different beaches and
which will be most suited to you, see our.. However, there is one street in particular that is renowned for drawing crowds of
revellers who spill out into the street throughout the summer.. Features: bar, music Sitges Gay Map Free download Pdf guide of
Sitges Map of Sitges area hotels: Locate Sitges hotels on a map based on popularity, price, or availability, and see TripAdvisor
reviews, photos, and deals.. Where to Go Shopping Pachito Bar on Calle montroig Sitges has many streets offering bars and
clubs.. The beaches themselves are representative of a town that prides itself on its beach culture.

Broadly speaking, you are likely to feel comfortable on all of the various beaches.. However, there are some that cater more for
specific groups - families, gays and nudists.. So if you simply keep heading downwards you are bound to come out somewhere
along the beachfront.. For an overview of what the beaches and their surrounding areas have to offer, see our page.. Even if you
do not plan on going to the beach, the beachfront itself is beautiful to take a stroll down.. Locals call the street 'Carrer del Pecat'
or 'The Street of Sin' However, do not let this put you off - it is not a sinister place, simply a street lined with bars and clubs
where loud music is played until the early hours of the morning.. A Sitges Beach Sitges has not one, not two, but seventeen
beaches Two of these sit behind Sitges' church, but the majority sit in front of it and run across the whole of the front of the
town.. Sitges promenade is renowned for its tiles and palm trees The front is also lined with bars and restaurants offering
terraces with views of the ocean.. Find the best gay dance clubs & gay dance parties in Sitges Located just down the street from
Queenz.

They are well maintained and offer amenities such as showers and small places to buy drinks and snacks.. In the town you will
find the beaches easy to find The streets slope naturally down towards the waterfront.
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